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For what purpose are ToC useful?
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At what stages of TDR can ToCs
be developed with which functions?
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What is our experience with combining ToCs
with other methodological elements?
Actor analysis
• Identify key actors relevant to induce
desired long-term change
• Classify key actors as either movers,
floaters, or blockers
• Discuss their interests (or not) in the
desired long-term change and rate
their influence in realizing this change
• Define strategies to win over floaters,
deal with blockers and strengthen
alliances with movers
Figure 1: Actor analysis (Deutsch et al. 2021, adapted from Retolaza Eguren 2011)

What challenges did we face in developing
ToCs and how did we cope with them?

Deutsch et al. 2021, Infographic,
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How can the ToC approach
be further developed?

o Combine ToCs with actor analysis (distinguishing between
movers, floaters and blockers) and scenario analysis (exploring
different assumptions about change processes and their
consequences)

o Use ToCs to monitor social change processes, explore
underlying causal mechanisms and trigger regular reflection
on own role in such processes
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